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Intro

At Matillion we believe in working
smart and making data useful. That’s
been our aim since 2011 when we
launched our brand. We believe that
no person, process, or product is ever
complete. We continue to learn and
adapt. Our employees work to solve the
tough business questions facing our
customers and our business. In doing
so, we generate value, set trends, and
shape our industry.
We are committed to our people,
customers, and products – delivering
solutions with innovation and quality.
We work in a friendly, yet professional
manner. We care about the way we
conduct ourselves with each other,
customers, partners, investors, and
suppliers.
The well-being of our ecosystem
matters to us above everything else.
It inspires us to strive for greatness,
drive innovation, and build a strong
culture surrounding our Values.

As a Matillion brand ambassador, you
get to shape what people say about
us. That’s where this guide comes
in - to help tell our brand story, and
ensure effective brand stewardship in
everything that you do.

Company Boilerplate:
Matillion makes the world’s data useful
with an easy-to-use, cloud-native data
integration and transformation platform.
Optimized for modern enterprise data
teams, only Matillion is built on native
integrations to cloud data platforms
such as Snowflake, Delta Lake on
Databricks, Amazon Redshift, Google
BigQuery, and Microsoft Azure Synapse
to enable new levels of efficiency and
productivity across any organization.
Learn how Matillion delivers rapid
returns on cloud investments for global
enterprise customers at
www.matillion.com
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About
Us

Every business is a data business; yet most organizations still struggle to capture
and transform data to stay competitive. Barriers exist that make extracting
true value from data difficult, whether those are literal barriers like data silos, or
operational barriers such as lack of time or team resources.
At Matillion, we break down these barriers, helping agile enterprises wield data as
their most strategic asset. Matillion makes the world’s data useful with an easyto-use, cloud-native data integration and transformation platform. Optimized for
modern enterprise data teams, only Matillion is built on native integrations to cloud
data platforms such as Snowflake, Delta Lake on Databricks, Amazon Redshift,
Google BigQuery, and Microsoft Azure Synapse to enable new levels of efficiency
and productivity across any organization.
Matillion’s cloud-native solutions have helped more than 500 large enterprise
customers – including Slack, Cisco, Siemens, Novartis, Subway, and Amazon –
transform their data for analytics and other critical use cases. We help customers
across all industries and use cases do more with data, and do it faster.
Matillion ETL is a cloud-native data integration platform that helps modern teams
transform their business with data. With a sophisticated, yet easy to use visual
approach, Matillion ETL provides a low-code interface to turbocharge cloud data
ingestion and transformation workflows, and give data professionals the cost
effective tools they need to get results faster in the cloud. As a truly cloud-native
solution, Matillion ETL is the only platform designed to leverage all of the
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unique capabilities and services in your cloud
data platform of choice. And with enterprise
grade security and collaboration features
included at its core, Matillion ETL helps a new
generation of workers unleash the untapped
potential of their data.
Matillion Data Loader is a free SaaS-based
data pipeline manager that helps modern data
teams effortlessly migrate and centralize data
in the cloud. Incorporating a powerful nocode wizard interface, Data Loader empowers
every data user to innovate with data faster,
making it available for collaboration, data
prep, BI analysis and more. With pre-built
connectors and sophisticated self-healing
pipelines, users can self-serve and manage
data pipelines without IT assistance to
reduce bottlenecks and friction. Matillion
Data Loader supports the integral first stage
of a cloud data journey, and delivers the fast
start enterprise teams need as they grow into
more sophisticated data integration scenarios
supported by Matillion’s comprehensive
cloud-native platform.

Recognition and Awards
Matillion was recognized in the 2020 Gartner
Magic Quadrant for Data Integration Tools.
In addition, the company has been featured in
leading publications, including Forbes, Fortune,
Axios, VentureBeat, SD Times, and Solutions
Review.
Matillion has also been recognized for the
following awards in 2020:
Sunday Times Hiscox Tech Track 100 list of
Britain’s fastest-growing companies
The only cloud data integration product
that is “Top Rated” on TrustRadius
A UK leading technology company by
Future Fifty
Overall Data Tech Solution of the Year, Data
Breakthrough Awards
#43 on the Deloitte UK Fast 50
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Our Mission
and Values
Make the world’s data useful
Matillion helps customers transform their
organizations using data. With our data
integration and transformation platform,
we can help businesses use all of their data
to fuel productivity, agility, and innovation.
We enable them to not only move that data
to the cloud, but make it useful for critical
workloads like analytics and data insights,
and, increasingly, machine learning and
artificial intelligence.
Matillion’s goal with every customer
interaction is to find the solutions that
deliver value to their business.

1. We are confident without arrogance
We take pride in what we do but we stay humble.
2. We work with integrity
We have a strong moral compass; we are transparent,
and we hold ourselves accountable.
3. We are customer obsessed
We will always go above and beyond, to listen to,
acknowledge, and value our customers.
4. We innovate and demand quality
We believe no product, process, or individual is finished.
5. We have a bias for action
We get things done. . . in a considered way.
6. We care about our people and our communities
We treat people how we would like to be treated.
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Our Voice

At Matillion we communicate in a way that is meaningful,
helpful, and that resonates with others. We do this by
following three principles in our messaging:
Be simple and direct
Avoid long words and formal language. Keep sentences
short. Get to the point. Avoid hedging language and such
as “seems like” and “according to” ; use direct language like
“is” and “are.”
Be friendly and professional
Communicate as if you are speaking with a friend
or colleague, and write like you would speakconversationally and relaxed. Personality, wordplay,
and humor are fine, even encouraged! But not at the
expense of clarity or at the expense of others. Always be
professional.
Be positive
Let our audience know that you can relate to them--their
needs, their goals, their frustrations. Don’t elevate one
idea or product by diminishing another. Assume success
and stay away from fear. Avoid sarcasm. Celebrate wins.
Empower our audience with advice and encouragement.
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Our
Personality

Matillion will continue to grow and evolve. As you share
information about the company, consistency is key. Know
our company messages and stick to them:
We are:
Specialists
Matillion challenges the status quo with the confidence of
an industry leader. We lead with expert knowledge. Like
our products, we aim to address complex business cases
with clarity and simplicity.
Eager to help
We deliver outstanding service. Whether through our
product or our support, we seek empathy with users and
strive to respond in a timely manner with solutions to both
small and large issues. We listen to our user community to
understand ways we can keep improving our products.
Reliable
Matillion values straightforward, honest relationships
with customers, partners, and employees. We are always
forthright about our solutions, their proven value, and
opportunities for improvement. To promote our company
and products, we prefer to let the market speak on our
behalf through testimonies, case studies, and reviews.
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Matillion
Logos
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Matillion
Logo

Vertical - Dark Logo

Vertical- Light logo

Horizontal - Dark Logo

Horizontal - Light logo

(Plasma Green)

(Electric Green)

Best for non-artwork.

Best for exhibition and displays
and social avatars

Best for slide decks, formal
documentation

Best for UI, Brochures, Flyers,
Display Ads or social banners

The Matillion logo is composed of two elements: the symbol
and the typeface. This is fixed artwork and must not be
altered or recreated in any way. NEVER use two logo
variations together in the same document or display.
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Clear Space
Minimum Sizing

The logo must have a reasonable amount of space
surrounding it to maximize and enhance its impact. It
must remain clear of all graphic imagery, edges, folds,
and other visual elements.
Minimum size refers to smallest allowable logo size.

4mm

11mm

22mm

36mm
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Unacceptable
Use

1. Changing the color
2. Using the logo directly on top of photography
3. Rotating the logo
4. Using the logo on similar colors that lack contrast
5. Stretching or skewing the logo
6. Changing the logo font and shape
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Matillion
Colors
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White (#FFF) and Black (#222) should be
the dominant colors at all time. They set the
rhythm and the pace.
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White

Black

Plazma Green

Electric Green

RGB: 34, 34, 34

CMYK 75, 66, 59, 77
Pantone Neutral Black C

RGB: 255, 255, 255

RGB: 45, 136, 37

RGB: 81, 166, 32
CMYK 81, 15, 100, 0
Pantone: 7739C

CMYK 75, 3, 100, 0
Pantone 361C

#FFFFFF

#222222

#2D8825

#51A620

Matillion
Primary Colors

RGB: 254, 229, 129

RGB: 54, 111, 229

RGB: 8, 29, 76

CMYK 85 45 0 0
Pantone: 2727 C

CMYK 100 92 40 35
Pantone: 2757 C

Thunder Yellow

Ocean Blue

The support colors contrast with the green
in a rhythmic manner. The frequency of
these colors should determine the balance
of the visual solution.
CMYK
75,2,3,8,100,
CMYK
59, 0
0
Pantone100
361C
Pantone:
C
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Storm Blue

#081D4C

#366FE5

#FEE581

Secondary
Support Colors
—
Radiant tones

#D6E3F2

RGB: 247, 243, 234

Gale

Breeze

Sandstorm

Soft tones are used to adjust the intensity
of the bright tones, always letting the
Matillion Green shine.
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#F7F3EA

#DFEDD3
RGB: 223, 237, 211

242 ,722 ,412 :BGR

Secondary
Support Colors
—
Soft tones

RGB: 229, 229, 229

Cloudy
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Hurricane

RGB: 136, 136, 136

RGB: 242, 242, 242

Misty

#888888

#E5E5E5

#F2F2F2

Support colors
—
grayscale

Against Black
#222

Accepted color
combinations for
text and buttons

White
#FFF
AA compliant

Misty
#F2F2F2
AA compliant

Electric
#51A620
AA compliant

Plazma
#2D8825
AA 18pt+ only

Ocean
#366FE5
AA 18pt+ only

Gale
#DFEDD3
AA compliant

Breeze
#D6E3F2
AA compliant

Sandstorm
#F7F3EA
AA 18pt+ only

Ocean blue
#366FE5
AA compliant

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA compliant

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA compliant

Black
#222
AA compliant

Thunder
#FEE581
AA compliant

Against White
#FFF
Electric
#51A620
AA 18pt+ only

Plazma
#2D8825
AA compliant

Against Misty
#F2F2F2

The existing colors can be used freely to create
rhythm, patterns, and illustrations. However, in order
to use them in text and buttons, only the following
combinations are allowed.
A font color ratio is considered accessible when it
meets contrast requirements of 4.5 for sizes bigger
than 14px.
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Plazma
#2D8825
AA compliant

Ocean blue
#366FE5
AA compliant

Against Electric Green
#51A620
White
#FFF
AA 18pt+ only

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA compliant

Black
#222
AA compliant

Black
#222
AA compliant

Against Storm Blue
#081D4C

Continued...
Against Plazma Green
#2D8825
White
#FFF
AA compliant

Misty
#F2F2F2
AA 18pt+ only

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA 18pt+ only

Gale
#DFEDD3
AA 18pt+ only

Breeze
#D6E3F2
AA 18pt+ only

Sandstorm
#F7F3EA
AA 18pt+ only

Black
#222
AA 18pt+ only

Thunder
#FEE581
AA 18pt+ only

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA compliant

Misty
#F2F2F2
AA compliant

Electric
#51A620
AA compliant

Plasma
#2D8825
AA 18pt+ only

Ocean
#366FE5
AA 18pt+ only

Gale
#DFEDD3
AA compliant

Breeze
#D6E3F2
AA compliant

Sandstorm
#F7F3EA
AA compliant

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA compliant

Black
#222
AA compliant

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA compliant

Black
#222
AA compliant

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA compliant

Black
#222
AA compliant

Plazma
#2D8825
AA 18pt+ only

Black
#222
AA compliant

Plazma
#2D8825
AA 18pt+ only

Misty
#F2F2F2
AA 18pt+ only

Storm blue
#081D4C
AA 18pt+ only

Gale
#DFEDD3
AA 18pt+ only

Breeze
#D6E3F2
AA 18pt+ only

Sandstorm
#F7F3EA
AA 18pt+ only

Ocean blue
#366FE5
AA 18pt+ only

Against Breeze
#DFEDD3

Against Ocean
#366FE5
White
#FFF
AA compliant

Thunder
#FEE581
AA compliant

Against Gale
#DFEDD3

Against Thunder
#FEE581
Plazma
#2D8825
AA 18pt+ only

White
#FFF
AA compliant

Black
#222
AA 18pt+ only

Thunder
#FEE581
AA 18pt+ only

Ocean blue
#366FE5
AA 18pt+ only

Against Sandstorm
#F7F3EA
Plazma
#2D8825
AA 18pt+ only

Ocean blue
#366FE5
AA 18pt+ only
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Non-compliant
combinations

Using Electric green with Thunder
yellow is NOT compliant

Using Electric green with
Misty is NOT compliant

Essentially, if the combination is not available in the
cheat sheet, it’s because it does not satisfy contrast
for text and buttons. This does not include support
artwork or other background information where the
background requirements are less severe.

Using White with Breeze
is NOT compliant

Where possible we steer away from gradients
The Matillion brand is BOLD. Gradients make the brand
appear washed out and as such are not compliant with
our brand messaging.
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Using Sandstorm with Electric
Green is NOT compliant

Matillion
Fonts
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Typography
Sizes and
application

House font

Headings - Telegraf Bold
Subheadings - Telegraf Regular
Body - Telegraf Regular

Alternative font
Matillion fonts are outlined on the next
two pages. Guidance for acceptable
sizing to meet compatibility and
accessibility criteria is also outlined.

Never use all caps.
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Headings - Montserrat Bold
Subheadings - Montserrat Regular
Body - Montserrat Regular

Display Title, Large (DT, L)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular,82px Font size
-3.0 character spacing 74 Lineheight

Display Title, Medium (DT, M)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 64px Font size
-2.0 character spacing 60 Lineheight

Display Title, Small (DT, S)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 46px Font size
-1.2 character spacing 44 Lineheight

Title, Large (DT, L)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 32px Font size
-0.4 character spacing 34 Lineheight

Title, Medium (DT, M)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 28px Font size
-0.2 character spacing 30 Lineheight

Title, Small (DT, S)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 24px Font size
-0.2 character spacing 28 Lineheight

Body Copy, Large (BC, L)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 20px Font size
-0.2 character spacing 24 Lineheight

Body Copy, Medium (BC, M)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 16px Font size
0.2 character spacing 20 Lineheight

Body Copy, Small (BC, S)
Micro Copy (MC)

Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 14px Font size
0.4 character spacing 18 Lineheight
Telegraf, Bold, Regular, 12px Font size
0.6 character spacing 16 Lineheight
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Buttons
Primary - (L)
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Any buttons (UI or on banners) should follow the same design principles with the
exception to button color on social banners.
UI buttons must follow design and behavior outlined below.

Medium

Small

Default

Secondary

Quasi
Lists of links,
stand alone icons

Default

Personal Details

Default

Default

Personal Details

FOCUS

Default

Default

DISABLED

Default

Default

SUPPORT TEXT

Default

Default

Secure checkout

Secure checkout

DEFAULT

Default

HOVER

Default

Personal Details

Personal Details

Links
- In text (cc)
Primary

Against backgrounds

Against backgrounds
Secondary colours

DEFAULT

DEFAULT

DEFAULT

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

HOVER

HOVER

HOVER

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

FOCUS

FOCUS

FOCUS

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

Unlock the power of data
with cloud-native ETL

DEFAULT WITH ICON

Unlock the power of data
with
insights on ETL

DEFAULT WITH ICON

Unlock the power of data
with
insights on ETL
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Iconography
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Photography

Do more
with your
data

Get started

Matillion photography is used to
convey a sense of realism yet
advancing visual narrative. We
combine photographic images with
illustrative elements to influence a 3D
look while creating depth, engaging
the viewer and holding their attention.
Great design with a practical edge.
Exceptions can be made for flat
photography in blogs and some
product images.
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Examples
- Digital

Matillion customer-facing and marketing-related
material should be consistent with color, tone, and
the color usage. The brand is given space to be more
playful and contemporary with its colors. When using
the ocean blue, the Matillion greens take a step to the
background. Minimalistic and clean is our objective
with really key stand-out call-to-action buttons or links.
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Do more
with your
data
Ease of Use and
Reusability for
Excellent ROI

“ Matillion has reduced
the amount of time it
takes to execute our
daily ETL processing
(by 50% or more) ”
Matthew Burr

Sr. Data Engineer

Get started

Read the full review

Matillion Announces Strategic
Partnership with InterWorks
for Australia Market
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Examples
- UI

Design is driven by product. Application of color, styling,
behaviours, and fonts are consistent within product
and feed through all other visual elements such as the
website, Marketing assets, displays, Sales decks, People
Ops material, and through to Matillion documents and
Training materials.
30
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Examples
- Slides
A Matillion template is available for internal and external
use. This deck should not be altered. Bespoke decks are
acceptable providing they are reviewed by Marketing and
are in line with the use of the brand.
Tips for creating your own deck:
Slides should be minimalistic, clean with clear messaging.

Font sizes and use of color must be in line
with the Matillion recommendations for AA
compatability, optimization and accessibility
(see pages 9 - 18).
32
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Examples
- Docs

Business Cards are stored with the print provider as fixed artwork. They are avaiable from your
Matillion Office Manager. Simply provide them with your details.
TEMPLATES: Templates have been set up in a format that maintains the Matillion brand values and
consistency across the business. These include Slide deck, Letter header / doc, Business Cards, Case
Studies and Data Sheets
34

US Business Cards
2 x 3.5 in / 51 x 89 mm

US Letter
8.5 x 11 in / 216 x 279 mm

Introduction
This document has been set up in the format required to maintain Matillion Brand values and to maintain
consistency across the business. Please use the document as a template and create a copy to share
across the business.

Do
Fonts:
Montserrat or Telegraf

Headings: Bold (14pt)
Main Body: Regular (10pt)
Line spacing: 1.5

Accepted Colors:
Plasma Green #2D8825
Electric Green #51A620
Black #222222

Do Not
Change the positioning of the content in the header and footer (logo, copyright disclaimer, website)
Change the font sizes in the main body
Change the colors

Version Control
v0.1 – Incremental drafts. Increase version by 0.2 with every change.
v1 – Final published version. Every change from there will increment by v1.2, i.e. v1.2, ready for review,
v2 new published version.

Confidentiality Marking

© All rights reserved. Matillion 2021
www.matillion.com

(Private and Confidential)
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The Matillion brand is an established and registered
trademark. Matillion offers multiple products and
offerings under the Matillion brand, including:
Matillion Partner Network
Matillion Academy
Matillion Community
Matillion Exchange
Use either the primary Matillion Logo OR other
offering logo. Both logo’s do not need to be displayed
together in the same display.
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Other
Offerings

As official attendees of the Matillion Academy
training program, Training Partners are
entitled to the exclusive use of the Matillion
Academy badge. This badge is representative
of the integral role that ATPs play within
the Matillion customer network, while also
enabling customers to recognize the exclusive
community of customers and partners that have
been through the Matillion Academy.

Color Theme
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The Matillion ETL Community is where
innovation and expertise meet. Matillion ETL
users can meet in the community to discuss
their experiences with peers, share and
get advice, join groups on relevant topics,
connect with data-minded professionals, raise
improvement requests, and help influence our
product roadmap.

Color Theme
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SHARE EXPERTISE,
CONNECT WITH NEW CLIENTS,
AND ACCELERATE BUSINESS
Matillion Exchange is a marketplace that provides
users with a repository of Shared Job templates that
help simplify data transformation and free up critical
development time.
In addition to helping you work faster, as a customer,
a Partner, or ISV you can contribute your own Shared
Jobs to share your knowledge and expertise with the
wider Matillion ETL community. By contributing highquality jobs that solve data transformation problems
that range from commonplace to bespoke, you can
establish yourself as a Matillion expert and benefit our
entire user base.

Color Theme
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Our partner badge forms part of a Matillion
branded house and is accompanied by three
tiered badges awarded to Partners. These too
must be used in the proper, approved format
and must be used in color only. They consist of
the following:
Partner Network Badge:
Matillion Partner Network badge
Tiered Badges:
Matillion Partner badge
Bronze badge
Silver badge
Gold badge
Certified badge

Color Theme
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Joint
Communiation
There are times when Matillion partners with another
group or organization. If you are developing assets using
the Matillion brand, your style and tone needs to be in line
with the Matillion brand guidelines. There are a number of
templates available in the Matillion Media Kit and plenty of
samples of design application also available.
For assistance with written content: Please refer to
Communication Guidelines on the Branding Resource page
or contact marketing@matillion.com
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Logo
Lock-up

Where possible all third party
logos are to be displayed in gray
or monochrome only.
This is to avoid colors competing
with the Matillion brand and to
provide equal representation.
Third party logo’s can ONLY be
displayed in color where a lock-up
is required and the page is white.
(see right).
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Third-Party
Logo Application

Where the third-party logo is
displayed on its own it must be
displayed in gray.
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Version
Control
V0.1 – Incremental drafts
V0.2 - With every change
V1 - Finalized documents
With document updates and changes, change will also increment by
.1 - i.e. V1.2, ready for review, and the new published version will be
V2 , V3, etc.
This is really important in order for us to keep messaging up to date
and be able to recognize the current working version.
If you have any questions or are unsure, please contact the
Marketing team: marketing@matillion.com
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Bringing it all together
for a better experience

For further information contact: marketing@matillion.com

Version 3 2021.02.01
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